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INTRODUCTION

The general purpose sound level meter has been the standard field

instrument of the acoustician and noise control engineer for many years.

Bece_t widespread general interest In environmental noise pollution has

created a need for a low-cost instrument that can he used by the average

citizen for assessing enviromnental noise. Unfortunately, most low-cost

"noise meters" fail to be sufficiently accurate to be of use.

There exists an American National Standard (ANSI 51.4-1971)* which

specifics the accuracy required for an inst_menC to be acceptable as a

sound level meter. Indeed, there are three different levels of accuracy

specifiedD depending on the conditions of use of the instrument. Further,

since measure=neat of noise pollution involves questions of legal

deflnltlons of acceptability and unacceptability of noise levels, only

those instru=ents which are legally acceptable are likely to be of use.

In general, legal requirements necessltate an instrument which satisfies

the provisions of ANSI Si.4-1971.

At the t/me this sound level meter development was conceived there

!_ was no low-cost sound level meter available which met ANSI Si,4-1971

requirements. Recent developments in integrated circuit and microphone

*ANSI S1.4-1971, American Natlonal Standard Speclflcation for
Sound Level Meters, is avallable from Amerlcen National Standsrds
Institute, Inc., 1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018.
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technologies indicated that it might bo possible to produce a low-cost

sound survey sound 1_vel meter. _* Such a sound survey m_ter wns

constructed, using an _ weighting network only. **_ This original

instrument considerably exceeded specifications, and, in fact, mat _oet

of the ANSI SI.4-1971 requlrement8 for a Type 2, or ge._ral p.rpose,

instrument (wi_h A weighting only, of course).

_ecause of the slmpllclty of the orlg_nal instrument and the e_se

with which it met d_slgn spa_iflcatlons, _t was decldad, co s_e If the

deafen could be extended to a general purpose (Type 2) instrument wi_h

A, B. and _ weightlng natworkso That design Is reported here; it does

meet ANSI SIo4-197Z Type 2 _peciflcattOnSo

e* A sound survey, or Type 3, instrument is the least preclse
instrument in._e ANSl Si,4-1971 claselflcat_on. It is sultabla for

dntermln_ng the overall sound level General purpose, or Type 2,
Instrument8 are intended for more preclse and complete sound data

compilatlon in the flald, usually in conjunction wlth tape recorders and/or
analyzing fllter_ for spectral analyals° Preelelon, or Type I, Instruments
are in_endad for laboratory callbratlon of other instrumented although th_

trend today latn use them in the f_ald as weZl_

*_ Sound level meters have three frequency compensation networkn;

A, B, and _, The _ nntwotk has eaasn_lally e flat response and in a
8ana_ cor_espond_ to th_ human _ar's frequency response to tones of 100 dB
SPL. (_ound Pressure Level). The B curve attenuaCee the lower
frnq_nni_ _o_ewhat_ and i_ a 8enBe corre_pond_ _o the e_r_ responB_ to

70 dB SPLo Th_ _ curv e at_enua_e_ the lower fraqu_ncles a conelderabla
amount and _n n aanaa corresponds to the ear_s response to 40 dB SPLo

Hoet noise i_g_Blat_on is _c_ttan in t_rms of _.laval wslghted noise
(u_ually written as "X" number of d_A), since humans are less rasponalve
to and less disturbed by low frequency _olse and can therefore tolerate
more intense Zow f_equency sounds _uch as w_uld be allowed by a holes

ordlnanc_ spsclf_ed in dl_. ANSI _1,_-1971 permits s_e=lal purpoee sound
lev_1 meters to have only one welght_ng n_twork° A _ound survey ins_rumnnt
with en _ network only would be the lowest coat Instrument which would be
of usa _ monltor_ng nolse pollutlon,



This technical report is in several sections. First, the design

philosophy and its execution are covered in some detail. This seetlon is

prlmarlly intended for those who may wlsh to produce, modlfy, or Improv_

on the design° Second, a comparison of the performance of the instrument

wlth ANSI SI.4-1971 specifications is given. Finally, detailed

constructional information for the home builder or model shop is given.

GENERAL DESIGN

The sound level meter is basically a rather slmple device. It

consists of a microphone to convert sound level to voltage levels, an

audio amplifier to amplify the voltage levels, some frequency =ompensatlon

networks, a calibrated attenuator to extend the range, and an indleatlng

detector and meter. To satlsfy the requirements of ANSI SI.4-1971,

however, requires a fair degree of precision and reproducibility In the

ectual sound measurement, which in turn necessitates close tolerances In

the internal cosponents and design in the sound level meter.

The most critical component of a sound level meter is the microphone.

Normal high-fldellty microphones, and even these used commercially for

hlgh quality sound recording, ere generally inadequate for sound level

meter use. Type 2 and 3 sound level meters require microphone response

only over the range of 20 Hz to i0 kHz, bet over most of that range the

m_crophone resposse must be uniform. In addition, the microphone must be

omnldlrectlonal, even at the higher frequencies, which in turn physlcally

requlres a small microphone and case. Finally, the Sensltlvlty of the

microphone should be stable, both in time and under v_rydng eondlt_ons.

I
i
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Sound level meter microphones are usually of the piezoelectric ceramic

variety, g_nerally costing about $70 up for units that will meet Type 2

specifications. Capacitor microphones are capable of more linear and wider

frequency response than other types, but they have the disadvantages of

high unit cost, sensitivity to moisture, and the necessity for an internal

preamplifier and a power supply for the preampllfi_r and the microphone

polarizing voltage.

Recently the electret microphone has been dev_loped, which is a

capacitor m_crophone with electrical cl_.rge perMallently impregnated in

th_ dielectric Between the capacitor plates, obviating the need for a

separate polarizing voltage power supply. Further, current manufacturing

technology uses semiconductor techniques to fabricate the preamplifier

as an integral part of th_ electret microphone. The cost of these units

can Be quite low, and their performance rivals that of the traditional

capacitor mlcrophon_.

A number of foreign and domestic electret mlcrophones were tested;

there was a low-cost domestic model which met the requirements for use

in a sound level meter. This model, the Thermo-Elec_ro;_ Corp. Model 814,

was selected and adapted physically so that the resulting unit would fit

in a standard microphone coupler or calibrator for subsequent sound level

meter calibration. The Model 814 units which were measured met Type 2

speeiflcatlons. The roll-off of the frequency response at low frequencies

of the Model 814 also automatieally satisfies one of the provislons of

ANSI Si.4-1971.

L
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The eiectrieal design of a conventional sound level meter is

straight-forward, consisting of a high gain audio amplifier, an

attenuator calibrated in i0 dB steps, a number of frequency compensation

networks _, B, _ filters), a detector, a meter calibrated in i dB steps

over a 15 dB range, and an overall gain control for setting overall

calibration. Current conventional practice has been to use discrete

transistors as th_ active gain el_ments.

Since the sound level meter must _aintain calibration over a wide

range of conditions, this fact implies that the amplifier gain is stable

and constant under the same range of conditions. _%is stability is

usually accomplished through the use of inverse feedback, which in turn

requires a larger number of amplifier stages to achieve the same overall

gain, thereby raising the cost.

The use of integrated circuits, specifically operational ampllfiersj

allows the use of very high gain, and therefore large amounts of inverse

feedbzck, at very low cost. When operational amplifiers (op amps) are

used and the amount of inverse feedback is sufficiently great, the

overall gain of the total.circuit is essentially independent of the

actual gain of the operational amplifier.

Specifically, _n the circuit below, K is the gain of the op amp, Rf

is the feedback resistor, and Ri _s the input resistor| the input

impedance of the op amp is assumed to be very high compared to R i. Then

the gain of the overall circuit is approximately -Rf/Ri, as ionS as

4fRf/gi<<K" I I

vine __ i Opout
op amp

7



There are a number of advantages in the use of op amps in a

circuit such as a sound level meter:

1. Cost: Each op amp has a gain, without feedbeck, of greater

than lO 5 and a cost of less than $1.00. Discrete components and wiring

costs to accomplish the same specifications would cost at least an order

of magnltude more.

2. Simplicity: A single component w_th two external resistors

replaces a large number of discrete transistors and resistors.

3. Stability: The high gain permits a large amount of inverse

feedback which results in stable performance and in insensitivity of

gain to external varlat_ons.

4. Power Consumption: The op amp operates at a low power level,

g_ving long battery life.

5. High inpu_ and low output impedances: these characteristics

allow multiple op amps to be cascaded and interfaced easily with other

eirea_ts, such as frequency co_pensatlon networksm detectors, a_d

indicating instruments.

The use of op amps in place of conventional circuitry entails one

dleadvantagej the necessity for a dual power supply. There are

teehnlques by which an op amp can he used with a single power supply,

but some of the margin of stability is sacrificed, and that approach is

not embodied here.

In order to change the gain of an op amp circuit, one needs to

merely change either Rf or R i. In order to keep the overall input

impedance relatively constant (approximately equal tO Ri) , Rf is changed

!!
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to accomplish _the variable attenuation. ANSI SI.4-1971 suggests i0 dg

steps in the calibrated attenuator, so Rf is changed by multiples of

/l'O. (10 dg = 20 lOglol_)

ANSI S1.4-1971 requires that the decade attenuator on other ranges

be accurate within 0,5 dB of the 80 dg SPL setting, for a Type 2

instrument. The design here uses two decade attenuators, 81ternately

changing the gain on one of the two variable op amp states by _-O.

• The feedback resistors are 2% components, except on the gO dB SPL range

where they are 1% components. If we assume that the 1% resistors are

-IZ in error and the 2% resistors are +2% in error, then the maximum

possible attenuator error, relative to the 80 dg SPL range is:

/102V
20 loglo_-_/ = 0.52 dBm_ximum error.

This error is slightly in excess of the maximum permissible error.

However, the probability of the error exceeding 0.5 dB is extremely small,

on the order of 0.1%, Further, the difference between 0.5 and 0.52 dg

is not measurable on the indicating meter,

[A Simple Type 3 instrument with a single attenuator would need only

5% feedback resistors, as the attenuator tolerance is i dg for Type 3

instru_entso

/ .0A2
20lOgl0\-:) =.sTdg sximu=e rorl.

The input resistor, R4, is a 5% component, for it affects only the

overall gain, not the relative gain between various attenuator positions,

The overall gain is adjusted by making the first RE (R3) variable and

adjusting the gain of the sound level meter so that its indicated sound

level agrees with a standard sound level in a calibrator. A _$_ference

in microphone sensitivity can also be compensated by varyln_ R3.

9



Three op amps are used, the first one of which is operated at a

constant gain of approximately 20-30 dB. The dynamic range of this stage

is approximately 90 dg, thereby limiting the Instrument to a maximum

range of 75 dB SPL. In this case the range has been selected to be

45 dg to 120 dg SPL.

The range of the instrument could have been widened by varying the

first op amp gain with the attenuator as well. llowever, that would

require a three-sectlon attenuator, increasing cost, and also decreasing

the tolerance permissible on the attenuator resistors. Were 1% components

used throughout, 20 lVgl0(l_ ll'Oi 3 = 0.52 dB maximum error.
The input network to the first op amp al_o contains the C network

low frequency compensation. This network consists of the source

impedance of the eleetreC microphone internal amplifier, the input

resistor R2 to the first op amp, and the serfes capacitor C2. This

network attenuates the low frequencies at a rate of 6 dg for each

halving of frequency (6 dB/octave), beginning at 31.6 Hz, where the

attenuation is 3 dg. (The _ network compensation is also part of the A

and B nompensatlon, as required by ANSI gi.4-1971.) The variable

feedback resistor R3 changes the gain of the first stage to permit overall

calibration of the instrument with rsference to an external acoustic

calibrator.

i The gain of the second stage is controlled by the decade attenuator.

" ] The decade attenuator adjusts the gain of the second stage between 0 dB

i and 30 dB in I0 dB steps.

..... _ At thn vutpu= of =he e_coad stage iS a switch, selecting _, B, or

C frequency compensation. In the case of C compensation, the n_tworks

1 are alwsys in the circuit and are located elsewhere in the instrument, so

1 lO



the switch selects only a resistor R9 which attenuates the gain by

approximately 1.8-1.9 dB. ANSI SI,4-1971 requires this attenuation for

_B and C compensation relative to _ compensation. [This relative

attenuation refers to high frequency gain, above 5 kgz.] C4 has no

appreciable effect on the frequency response above 20 Hz.

When the switch selects B eompensation, this resistor is retained,

and eapaci=or C7 is switched in, forming a 6 dB/oetave low frequency

attenuation network. The gain of this network, which includes RI2, is

down 3 dB at 158.5 Hz.

Finally, when _ compensation is selected, the attenuation resistor

R9 and the B network R9-C7 are switched out, and a pair of cascaded

6 dB/octave reslstor-eapacltor low frequency compensation networks,

RI0-C5 and RII-C6, ar_ connected. These networks interact, so that the

instrument response is down 3 dB at 738 Hz, is attenuated 6 dB/octave

approximately between 738 Hz and 107.7 gz, and is attenuated 12 dg/octave

approximately below i07.7 Hz. The input resistance RI2 of the following

op amp stage also forms part of these compensation networks, The gain

of the third and final op amp stage is also controlled by the decade

attenuator, and varies from 0 dB to 30 dB in i0 dB steps.

i Following the third op amp is the high frequency _ network, R17-C9,
t
I:

! which attenuates at 6 dB/cctave above 7943 Hz and is down 3 dB at that

I point. Iu addition, the high frequency roll-off of the 814 microphonehelps satisfy the requirement that above 20 kHz the attenuation approaches

12 dB/octave.

I The _, B, and _ networks are formed of reslstor-capacltor pairs,

I as described in ANSI Si.4-1971. Capacitors with 10% tolerance are

i
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available, and have been selected for use here. The frequency respons_

tolerances allowed by ANsi SI.4-1971, given tater in the report, are

such that the attenuation due to a single R-C palr my be in error by _ 1 dB

for a Type 2 instrument, this error being in addition to the basic ._i dB

tolerance of the instrument. An analysis of an R-C network reveals that

the tot=l error of the two components is approximately 12% for a I dg

error in response. Therefore, 2% resistors as well as 10% capacitors

satisfy this requirement.

If commonly available capacitors with wider tolerances, such as

-i0 4- 100%, are used, then the pertinent resistors (Rg, RIO, RII, RIT)

will have to be selected so that the instrument has the proper electrical

response a. in Fig. 1. In this case the resistors can be selected from a

co_mon bench s_ock, and will, in general, have lower nominal values than

those specified in Fig. 14. Methods of verifying the electrical response

are described elsewhere in the report.

At the output of the high frequency C network following the third

op amp, the slgnal branches to the output jack to drive an external

analyzer, and also goes to the detectorj and thence to the indleatlng

meter.

Germanium diodes are used in the detector, since silicon diodes

cause upper meter scale expansion and lower meter scale compression due

to _helr transfer characteristics. That is, if silicon diodes are uaed p i

• i

the upper 5 dg range occupies nearly the entire meter scale, and the .lower

1O dB range is compressed into a small scale increment.

,, A SPST switch selects a large load capacitor for SLOW response.

._ 12



FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Figure I

Sound Level Hecer Random-Incldence Relative R_sponse Level _s a Function of Frequency for Various _eish_Ings.



The function switch has n position _lere the two batteries are

placed in series with the meter and an attenuating resistor in order to

indicate battery condition.

Calibration is accompli6hed by use of sn external standard

calibrator.

i

t
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VALIDATION AND CALIBRATION AS A TYPE 2

GENERAL PURPOSE SOUND LEVEL METER

In general, th£s section follows the sequence in ANSI SI.4-1971 and

addresses itself to those requirements. Only those requirements for Type 2

instruments will be given, and are to be assumed as having been exKracted

ANSI SI.4-1971 without further reference to that document.

Tolerances

The required frequency response is given below and lrJ F$g. 1 for the

weighting networks.

Sound Level Heter Rendom-Incldenee Relative Response Level

As a Function of Frequency for Various Wei_htlnKs

A Welghtlng B Weighting C Weighting
.Frequency Relative Response Relative Response Relative Response

Hz dB dE dR

iO -20.4 -3g.2 -14.3
12.5 -63.4 -33.2 -11.2
16 -56.7 -28.5 - 8.5
20 _50.5 -24.2 - 6.2
25 -44.7 -20.4 - 4.4

31.5 -39.4 -17.1 - 3.0
60 -34.6 -14.2 - 2.0
50 -30.2 -11.6 - 1.3
63 -26.2 - 9.3 - 0.8
80 -22.5 - 7.4 - 0.5

100 -19.1 - 5.6 - 0.3
125 -16.1 - 4.2 - 0.2
160 -13.4 - 3.0 - 0.i
200 -10.9 - 2.0 0
250 - 8.6 - 1.3 0
315 - 6.6 - 0.8 0
400 - 4.8 - 0.5 0
500 - 3.2 - 0.3 0
630 - 1.9 - 0.i 0
800 - 0.8 0 0
i000 0 0 0
1250 + 0.6 0 0
1600 + 1.g 0 - 0.1

2000 + 1.2 - 0.1 - 0.2
2500 + 1.3 - 0.2 - 0.3
3150 + 1.2 - 0.4 - 0.5
4000 + 1.0 - 0.7 - 0.8
5000 + 0.5 - 1.2 - 1.3
6300 - 0.i - 1.9 - 2.0

8000 - 1.1 - 2.9 - 3.0
i0000 - 2.5 - 4.3 - 4.4
12500 - 4.3 - 6.1 - 6 _

16000 - 6.6 - 8.4 - b..
20000 - 9.3 -ii.i -11.2

15



total allowable tolerance llml_s, including microphone random

as follows:

Total Tolerance Limits for Sound at Random Iocldence

for Type 2 Sound Level Meter

Frequency A We_ghtlng B Welght_ng C We_ghtlng
Hz dB dB dB

20 +5.0,-- +4.0, -® +3.0, -=
25 +4.0,-4.5 +3.0,-3,5 +2.0,-2.5
31.5 +3.5,-4.0 +2.5,--3.0 +1,5,-2.0
40 +3.0,-3.5 +2.0,-2,5 +I,0,-i.5

50 +3.0 +2.0 +I.0
63 +3.0 +2.0 +i.0
80 +3.0 +2.0 _l.O
100 _2.5 +2.0 +1.0

125 +2.5 +_.2.0 +1.0
16o i2.5 +1.5
200 +2.5 +1.5 +1.0

250 +_.2.5 +_1.5 +i.0
315 +--2.0 +1.5 +1.0
400 +2.0 -+i,5 +1,0
500 +2.0 +1.5 +1.0
630 +2.0 +1.5 +1.0
800 +1.5 -+1.5 +I.0

1000 +2.0 +2.0 +1.5
1250 +2.0 +2.0 __1.5
1600 +2.5 +2.5 +2.0
2000 _3.0 +3.0 42.5
2500 +4.0,-3,5 _t*. 0.-3..5 +3.5.-3.0
9150 +5.0,-4.0 +5.0,-4.0 +4.5,-3.5
4000 +5.5,-4.5 +3.5,-4.3 +5.0,-4.0

5000 +6.0.-5.0 +6.0.-9,0 +5.5.-4.5
6300 +6.5,-5.5 +6.5.-5.5 +6.0.-5,0
8000 +6.5,-6,5 +6.5,-6.5 +6,0,-6,0
1000 0 +6 •5, -® +6 • 5,-= +6 •0, -_

measured electrical response of the USAFA/EPA sound level meter

Fig. 2. To thls response must be added the random Incldence

the microphone, 'given in Fig, 3. The sum of Figs. 2 and 3 meet

reqelremeots of FiB. 1 within the above tolerance l_mlts,

16







The attenuator must have the following tolerance for its settings,

with respect to the 80 dB setting:

Within _0.5 dB 63 _o 2000 llz

Within _ 1.0 dB 22.4 to 11,200 Hz.

The attenuator satisfies the requirement. (See preceding section for

analysis of attenuator design and component tolerance).

Internal Noise and DiBtorcion

On all attenuator settings, except the three most sensitive, the

internal noise of the Instrument must he at least 40 dB below Ehe maximum

stale reading, with an acoustically shielded microphone in place.

When the shielded microphone is replaced by equivalent electzlcal

impedance, the noise level must be at lease 5 dB below the lowest sound level

the instrument is intended to measure.

Whnn the output meter is replaced by its equivalent Impedanc_ the sine

wave response from 22.4 to i1,200 Hz must be llnear within 1 dB up to i0 dB

above _xlmum scale readlng,

OmnldZrectlonal Responses and Tolerances

The random incidence response of the 814 microphone, as mounted on the

eound level meter, is given in Fig. 3. With respect to the random incidence

response, the free-fleld response at various angles may not deviate more than

. the following tolersnces:

2

i
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Maximum Allowable Deviation of Free-Field Relative Response

Level with Respect to Random-Incldence Relative Response Level
When the Angle of Incidence is varied from 45° to 90° from the
Axis About Which the Response is Most Nearly Cylindrically

Symmetrical.

These allowances are added srithme=ieally to the respective
tolerance limits previously given.

Frequency Type 2
Hz dB

31.5 to 2000 _+2
2000 to 4000 _+2.5
4000 to 5000 _+3
5000 to 6300 +_3.5
6300to 8000 +_4.5

Maximum Allowable Deviation of Free-Field Relative Response

Level for Sounds Arriving at Any Angle of Incidence with
Respect to Random-Incldence Relative Response Level for Any
Angle of Incidence.

These allowances are added arithmetically to the respective
tolerance limits previously given.

Frequency Type 2
Hz dB

31.5 to 2000 +3
2000 to 4000 +3,-4
4000 to 5000 +4,-6
5000 to 6300 +5,-8
6300 to 8000 +7,-9

The Model 814 microphone on the USAFA/EPA sound level meter satisfied these

requirements.

Should one desire to z_ake free-fleld measurements, the most accurate

response is obtained when the angle between the sound source and the

sound level meter is approximately 75 ° to 90", for this sound level meter,

O O
. Sound Source Sound Source

75"

2O



The correction for normal incidence (0° - microphone polntin B at sound

source) is given _n Fig. 4.

Indicating Instrument Characteristics

The scale is calibrated in 1 dB steps over _ 15 dB range, from

+10 dB above the attenuator setting to -5 dB below. The scale is

accurate w/thln_40.2 dB full scale to withln +O.65 dB at che lower limit.

The indicating instrument is of the square law type and satisfies

within 0.5 dB the rule of combination measuremeot procedure as specified

in Appendix B, ANSI Si.4-1971.

When the instrument is in "FAST" response, an applied 0.2 second

pulse of 1000 8z slnusold results in a reading 0 to 4 dB less than that

for a continuous signal of the same frequency and amplitude. A suddenly

applied and maintained signal between 125 and 6000 Hz results in less

than l.l dB overshoot. The steady reading is 4 dB less than full scale.

When the InstruI=cnt is in "SLOW' response, an applied 0.5 second

pulse of i000 Hz sinusoid results in a reading of 2 to 6 dB less than

that for a contlnuous signal of the same frequency and amplitude. A

suddenly applied and maintained signal between 63 and 6000 Hz results in

less than 1.6 d8 overshoot. The steady reading is 4 dB less than full

scale.

At any frequency between 31.5 and 6000 Hz, "SLOW" and "PAST" readings

differ by less than 0.i dB for a steady input.

There is a battery indicator to indicate adeq_*ate battery voltage.

The instrument is calibrated by means of a standard acoustic calibrator.

If a _sslstlve load impedance of iO,000 ohms or greater is connected to

the output, the reading is affected by less than 0.5 dB over the frequency

range 22.4 to 11.200 |Iz. The nominal output voltage is 0.5 . Its rms

across i0,000 ohms for a full scale reading.
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Figure 4

Correction for Free-field Perpendicular-Incidence Response for TEC 814 Hicrophone, to 5e added to Random-

Incidence Kesponse, I Perpendicular-Incidence
V

Hdcrophone

!



Speclfdc tests wore not made to detemndne compliance with the temperature,

humidity, vibration, airborne noise, and magnetlc and electrostatic fields

provisions of ANSI SI,4-1971. WheEher or not a completed instrument meet:;

these provlsions would also be a function of the instrument layout and

method of manufacture and is not inherently part of the electrical and

acoustical design. Tile microphone and operational amplifiers as separate

devices easily meet the specification raqulrements.

Methods of Verification

The electrical response of the sound level meter was determined 8s follows:

G-R 913C Attenu- Equlvalent _U_ 4 G-R 1521-A

Beat Frequency _r _'derophone F', Soond Level _raphdc Level'os ilt.to   pod.n¢o IL Meter I I Recorder.
s

Mechanical coupling

The microphone calibration between 20 Ha and 10O0 ||z was determined as follows:

m

I 913c I _1 Microphone Ico.olin;l(witbmlcrophone)_flGraphicLevel
_scdllator_ I Reciprocity I--"_--"°l C network out I I Recorder

Above i000 Hz the microphone, mounted on the sound level me_er, was free field

calibrated in an anechoic chamber at the angles of Ineldence suggested In

Appendix A ANSI SI.4-1971. The eallbrat_on was by comparison wlth the response

' of a g & K Model 4145 secondary sta_idard md_rophone to a known aeoustle source. }

The calibration was at the 1/3 octave frequencies speclf_ed in ANSI SI.4-1971

....L. . !

:i
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between I kNz and 20 kHz. AS a check, tileresponse of the sound level

meter wBs comp=red to that of a G-R Preclslon Souod Level Meter with a

Model 1560-P7 Precision M_crophone which had beeo calibrated. The

1559-B Microphone Recrlproeity Calibrator was used as a sound source

between i kI|zand 8 kllz.

The "FAST" and "SLOW" response tests used a _ultlvibrator with

different "on" and "off" times to trigger a I kHz oscillator as a signal

source. The remainder of the calibration verification used normal

standard laboratory procedures.
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

The basic instrument detailed here uses the Thermo-Eloetron Model

814 microphone and is housed in a 2 1/8 x 3 x 5 1/4 inch mlnlbox. The

unit which was tested for omnidirectional response and for which the

earlier curves were derived was housed in a 3 x 4 x 5 inch minlbox.

Since the snmller 2 i/8 x 3 x 5 1/4 box results in less sound diffraction,

improved high frequency respones should result, and the resulting random

incidence response should be somewhere between those of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

The earlier model is shown in Fig. 5, and the current model in Fig. 6.

If it is desired to duplicate the earlier model (to achieve the

response of Fig. 4)p the microphone mount cover, Fig. 7, will have to bc

enlarged so that the base is 3" x 4". The heights of both the microphone

mount and the cover should be increased by 3/8".

The details of the 814 microphone mount are shown in Plg. 9. The

microphone is cemented in the hole so that the face plate of the

microphone is flush with the top of the mount. RO-174/U coaxial cable

or _onearmphono cable is used for the signal and ground connections, and

26 gauge wire Is used for the power supply connection, The wires pass

through a hole in the top of the mlnlbox. The microphone mount is

attached to the mlnlbox via three 6-32 screws.

25
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UNITE{ AIR FOR( ACADEMY
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

_ _ SOUND LEVEL

_ ,50 METER _..A_B'

L ._,"

FAST OUT "':i

Figure 5
Sound Level Hence, 3 x 4 x 5 tnch case
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_ 0.910" DIA.

I

I

MATERIAL-SALSA WOOD OR PLASTIC

FIGURE 7

MICROPHONE MOUNT COVER
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Shown in Fig. i0 is the interlor of the minihox, with the meter at

the top and tile two batteries at the bottom. The switches are on the

other side of the printed circuit hoard.

A full size dlagram of the printed circuit board, foll side, is

given in Fig. Ii, and may he used to photo-etch a duplicate board via

normal techniques.

The parts layout and intereon,ectlons to the pc hoard are given in

Fig. 12. This is, of course, the opposite (non-foil) side of the board.

The original board used loll on both sides, but in the interests of cost,

simplicity, and duplication it was re-.designed into a one-slded board.

This procedure necessitates a number of Jumper connections, however, also

sh_w_ in Fig. 12.

The full schematic diagram is given in Fig. 13, and the parts llst

in Fig. 14. All parts are mounted on the pc board except for the

microphone, switches, output Jack, batteries, meter, and Rlg, which is

mounted directly on $2.

Templates for drillln s the front, top, and bottom panels are given

in Fig. 15 and Fi 8. 16.

_ k
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Figure 10
In_erior of Sound Level Meter
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BIB- HO _'_6--_ _1'_ GND-BATT

Sle -70,a O _ " L_-_4--3 .... :

SIB-50 j60 7 o _"__'Tr_'_j .... '= : r;_2 S2D--AtB,C

BIB-POLE B t ,'_fl S3-POLE

SlA-J00,.O 5- ,_---_.: I _ i; cJo
_"- _,_1 t '_,c SZC-A,B,CSlAI60,90 4o _ i _C2 i

SlA-60,70 3* I R6 I L ...... ----JL r----_ r;'_ "SrA-50 2 _ _ ...... . ._ _9 B3-SLOW

BIA -POLE A o '_, C3 i C6 i _7 OUTPUT

l_._7 ._ i, I.I i ,! -_ _BA-POLE"To
]

-- _ .... ""- -"'* _ "-J4 S2A-B

I ....... ; _'2 MIC-S

R3 I r_f ' MIC- "1"
C_

I I

DOTTED LINES ,ARE dUMPERS -CONNECT BEFORf_ COMPONENTS.

FfGURE 12
P C BOARD COMPON.ENT LAYOUT
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SI S2 SS

R_ °A oSLOW

o50 oB oFAST
060 oC

SIA SIB o70 oBATTR7
o80 oOFF

"t" C5 C6 090

R3 o100
ollO

MIC ' ' SWITCHCODE

R4 C,_ RI2
R9

ICI IC2 o IC3 >_RI7

TO IC TO ICIMIC
+

___ OUTPUT

CIO T

S2E P', B $2C2t S2D

¢) "; 0 *

FIGURE 15

SCHEMATIC D1AGRAM
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B1,2 8.4V mercury battery (RCA VS 146X), or 9V transistor radio battery
C1 10_F
C2 IpF 10%

C3 lO_P

C4 10pF
C5 IUF 10%
C6 I_F 10%

C7 .81_F 10% (.33_F and .47_F in parallel)
C8 10_F

C9 .047pF 10%
CIO 100NF
CII 5_F
C12 5_F
CRI,2 IN34A

ICI,2,3 _A741C, "minldlp" 8 pin DIP package, integrated circuit operarlonal
amplifier

M1 0-100_A meter, Radio Shack Micronta Type 22-037
MIC Thermo-Electron Carp Model 814 electrer microphone
RI 47kfl

R2 3.3k_

R3 50k_ variable, "Trlmpot" type, to fit p.c. board
R4 ikn
R5 31.6k_ 2%*
R6 10kn 2%

R7 3.16k_ i%
R8 Ik_ 2%
R9 240_ 2%
RIO 560n 2%
RII 1.3k_q 2%
El2 ik_ 2%

RI3 31.6k_ 2%*
RI4 10kn i%
RI5 3.16k_ 2%*
RI6 ikO 2%
RI7 430R 2%
RIg 8.2k_
R19 200kn

Sl 2P7T wafer switch, mlnnture rotary, Centralab PA-1005
$2 5P5T wafer switch ml,mture rotary, Centralab PA-1021
$3 SPST toggle or slide switch

All resistors 5%, 1/4 watt, u_leas otherwise noted,

All capacitors -i0+i00%, 10V, unless otherwise noted.

Mist: Minlbox

Battery clips sad connectors
Shielded phono cable (tonearm)

p.c. board

* Note: RS, 13, 15 can be formed by series or parallel connecting 2_ reslstors,
such as a 60k_ and a 63k_ in parallel for RS, or by using a 1%

; resistor, dep_ndlng oa local availability and eostso The necessary
values for RS= ]3; 15 ere _or readily available in 2% resistors.

Figure 14

Parts List
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h-5/s"-_ / t-i/_" c)_a.

;-0_' " - . O,.--,'/8"_,A.-, EA.
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FIGURE I_

FRONT PANEL
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fI/8"DIA.-3 EA, ON I-7Jl6" CIRCLE

/ : 3/8" DIA,

ToP _ A ,' i

J j
_"q-- I-I/2"5,, :]

FRONT

t*5/a"-_ 5/e"--,4-I/2"-_5/8'_

BOTTOM -_ Q E) ' 0 ' (_ Va"OIA.-4EA.

FIGURE 16

TOP & BOTTOM PANELS
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The faceplate of the 100_A meter needs to be recalibrated in =arms

of dB SPL, A conversion table is given below:

+ i0 dB SPL 100_A

+ 9 dB SPL 88pA

+ 8 dB SPL 77_A

+ 7 dB SPL 67;_-

+ 6 dB SPL 56_A

+ 5 dB SPL 48_A

+ 4 dB SPL 41_A

+ 3 dB SPL 3SpA

+ 2 dB SPL 30_A

+ i dB SPL 26_A

0 dB SPL 22_A

1 dB SPL 18_A

- 2 dB SPL 151_

- 3 dB SPL 12_A

- 4 dB SPL 9pA

5 dB SPL 7pA

The above calibration ch_rt should be checked on the completed

instrument by replacing the microphone input _th a varlable amplitude .

slgna1_ such as a i kHz sine wave from an oscillator, varlable over a

20 dB range, with a maxlmum output of less than a volt. An A. C.

voltmeter_ calibrated in dB, either connected eeross the sinew ave

oscillator or connected to the output of the sound level meter, would

then determine the proper meter calibration for that particular meter

and the partlculsr diodes used in the detector. The meter se_le can be

expanded or compressed somewhat by means of the meter zero adjuster.
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Alternative Microphones

The Model 814 specified herein is available from Electronic

Enterprises, 3305 Pestana Way, Livermore, CA 9_550, for $32 and from

Thermo-Eleetron Corp., 85 First Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154, for $25 each

in lots of two or more. The specifications of the Model 814 are as

follows:
Sensitivity -68 dB V (Re: 1V/_bar)

Noise Level 25 dB!
Distortion (10% T_) 120 dB SPL

Vibration Level 80 dB SPL/g

Hum Level lO'TV/g

If only a Type 3, Sound Survey, instrument is desired, the Thermo-

Electron Model 5336 microphone may be a lower cost suhstltute. A number

of them were tested, and indeed a few met Type 2 specifications, but in

general the low frequency response was inadequate on several of them to

satisfy the tighter Type 2 requirements. The specifications are generally

the same as those for the Model 814, except that the Model 5336 is more

sensitive by approximately 7-10 dB. It is smaller physically and will

require modification of the microphone mount, hut it is electrically

eompotlble with the alrcuit. It is available for $I0 each in lots of

five or more from Thermo-Electron Corp.

Another alternative is the Model XL-9076 of Knowles Electronics, Inc.,

3100 North M_nnhelm Rd., Franklin Park_ IL 60131. It is an adaptation of

their Model _D-992, a ceramic microphone with integral field effect

trsnslstor amplifier (as In =he elee_ret microphones) which is being used

fur _>pe 2 sound level measurements at present. The XL-P076 ks an XD-992

mounted in a i/2" dis. case so that the resulting unit satisfies Type 2

specifications. It is electronically compatlhle with this sound level

meter if R2 is clmnged to Ik_ to provide the proper low frequency

_ a_ten_a_ioh. The mlcruphulL_ mount would become a simple hollow post on
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which the microphone case would _lamp. The price should be compe_itlve

(not ye_ detprmined at this time), and the unit,has the advantage that

its intended use is Type 2 sound level measurements. The other

specifications are slmilar _o those of the blodel 814 above, Although

1/2" dla. acaust£c callhracors are becomisg common, a sleeve, 1/2" inn,_r

dla., 0.910" outer dla., would be necessary gO adap_ the XL-9076 to older

model _allbrators.

If ghe constructor has access to a precls_on low frequency sound

source, such as a General Radio Type 1559-B Hicrophone Reciprocity

Calibrator, the value of R2 can be adjusted so _hat the sum of the

microphone low frequency roll-off and the _ network roll-off equals the

desired _ weighting.

If a particular Model 814 microphone has inadequate sens_tlvity,

the gain of the first op amp can be increased by changing R2 =o lkflo

C2 must then.he changed to 2_F to preserve the C network low frequescy

aCteouation.

. %• L

If • !
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CORCLUSIORS

The orlglrml charter was to de_ermine experlmencally the feaslbillcy

o_ _ low-cos_ Bound l_v_l m_er which would mee_ che n_n_um _eqL1_remenc_

of ANSI SI.4-1971 and which could be reproduced by _ reasonably co_peten_

elec_ronlcs .mnuf_cturer _thout recourse to _ fully equipped acoustical

l_boratory. The insCrument would be used for _ound survoys _n an

unmophlstlcated manner by personnel in the fleld. The instrument was not

intended to replace _he standard sound level Ineter in the hand_ of a

t_alned _cous_c_n or nolse control e_glneer.

The evolved desig_ has been eho_n c_pable of _eet_ng the requlremen_

of ANSI SI.4-1971 for a general purpoee _ound level me_er. The p_r_s _nd

•anuf_e_urlng costs remain low_ a_ _y be reduced further by an _dep_

_anuf_c_urer.

Th_ co_pleted Instrument can be eaIibrated by standard _ound level

_ete_ c_llb_Co_e _uch _s those available in _he EPA fleld o_f_ces

throughout the U.S.

Al_hough instruments built to thl_ design h_ve me_ ANSI Si._-1971

requlrem_n_s_ ther_ is no representation that all such instruments w_ll

also m_ _h_ requirements° Fo_ a taanuf_c_ur_r, so_ sor_ of e_d _tem

_es_ing would be neceesary to ensure "certlflca_ion°" There is also no

re?re_e_ta_io_ _ha_ features of the d_sIEn _d circuit are hoe covered

el_where by p_tents,

Mention of p_rtlcu1_r models, manufacturers, and suppllers in this

• _e_or_ _hould no_ be construed a_ endorsement by either _he _ni_e_ S_es

A_r _o_ce or _he Environmental P_o_ectlon Agency. This report summarizes
|
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